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20', the I-Iuinboldt Glacier has a breadth on the sea of 4.5 miles. Over the jute-
nor ice there are small lakes and rivers ; the latter plunge down crevasses
to become undergiacial streams. Thus, a large part of tln fjords, on the
west and east, and also on the north side of Greenland, as shown by Peary,
are the courses of (rIaCjerS




212.

The black part, ice; while, hind: shaded. water; J N, Jensen's Nunalak, or rocky peaks; 1) N, Dala
ger'B Nunatak; white lines on the black, crevasses; arrow8, glacier-flow. J. A. 1). Jensen, '79.

The Greenland ice is in many places covered with a minute Alga, the Prot.ococcug
nivalz.s, and in some places so much of it lies together that it becomes l)Utreseent.
There is also much dust -tile cryoconite of Nordeiiskiöld - which may be of volcanic
origin, and possibly from 1-lecla. An analysis of it. obtained Silica 622, alumina 1403,
FeO3 074, Fe() 464, Mn() O'07, magnesia ;"00, little 509, soda 41)1, potash 202, phos
phoric acid 011, sodium chloride 000, water 3O, which is near the composition of oligoclase
with some hornblende, or pyroxenc, and traces of other ingredients. Doctor Rink, the
Danish explorer, says that out of the 10 inches of annual precipitation 5 per cent. are needed
to supply the loss from icebergs, and that. the rest makes up the amount lost by evapora
tion and by the discharge of waters.

In the Antarctic regions, Captain Ross found glaciers in lat. 75_780 S., near long.
1700 E., and Captain Wilkes (1840) reported the discovery, at intervals between 165° and
1001 E., along the Antarctic circle, of the outline of a great ice-barrier 150' to 180' high.
The "Challenger" expedition followed the course of the barrier from 80° E. on the
Antarctic circle to 1000 E., thus carrying Wilkes's line 20° farther west and on Heard
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